FactSet creates flexible, open data and software solutions for over 160,000 investment professionals around the world, providing instant anytime, anywhere access to financial data and analytics that investors use to make crucial decisions. Data integration, management, and delivery shape the investment decisions our clients make, and that’s why they’re at the core of our organization. We provide an expansive collection of world-class financial data, an industry-leading data model, and a range of flexible delivery options to help our clients maximize value and minimize time and cost.

CHALLENGES
Data management is difficult. With a proliferation of content and infinite opportunities afforded by cloud computing, delivering data consistently and at scale across an enterprise has never been as important or as complex as it is today. Resource-intensive data normalization and cumbersome extract, transform, and load (ETL) processes can create a complex web of dependencies that reduce data quality and require longer delivery times for end users.
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FactSet Standard DataFeeds Via Amazon Redshift Data Sharing

Expansive World-Class Content
• Gain a single data solution that provides core, premium, and alternative datasets
• Access dozens of specialty datasets from leading third-party providers with our Open:FactSet data marketplace

Flexible Delivery Options
• Get the data your organization requires, wherever and whenever you need it
• Leverage bulk data sharing via the cloud or choose from a range of streaming data feeds, APIs, and more to fulfill multiple workflows

One Industry-Leading Data Model
• Experience consistency and faster time-to-value by outsourcing data normalization
• Get seamless, instant connectivity to global market identifiers and stock exchanges
KEY BENEFITS

Eliminating ETL
- Reduce the time and expense of data management
- Eliminate the need for maintenance processes and dedicated personnel
- Quickly scale the latest content from FactSet and third-party providers

Accessing Consistent Data Without Replication
- Mitigate bottlenecks and data processing errors with data sharing
- Experience fast, secure integration into Amazon Redshift with minimal preparation or ramp-up time

Gaining a Scalable, Highly Performant Infrastructure
- Activate individual nodes of various sizes to scale infrastructure along with data
- Securely share data across different regions and accounts worldwide

FactSet Standard DataFeeds Via Amazon Redshift Data Sharing

You can access FactSet’s 90+ content sets in Amazon Redshift clusters with a few simple steps and to run SQL queries immediately once entitled, accelerating data-led insights by removing complex ETL. Combine Amazon Redshift’s speed and scale with FactSet’s data management and delivery to enable access to secure, reliable, and ready-to-use content across your organization.

Learn more and request a free trial today via the Open:FactSet Marketplace
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